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A world of  
audio possibilities 
Axis network audio systems are complete high-quality 
audio systems you can use to: 

> Improve security on your premises with event-triggered announcements and direct callouts
> Make live or scheduled announcements in different zones, at the right time and right place
> Create ambiance with easy and flexible scheduling of great-sounding background music

All while enjoying the many benefits of a network audio system.



Top reasons for network audio
Network audio systems are intelligent devices, just like IP video 
cameras, and offer many of the same types of benefits.

It’s both easy and cost-effective to update 
and add units to your solution as your 
needs change, regardless of whether 
you want to increase the size, add 
sites or simply take advantage 
of new features.

You need only a single standard network cable 
for connectivity, power and communication 
and connecting to your existing infrastructure – 
and there’s no need for tuning.

Play and schedule different content in different 
zones – and easily change both the zones and the 
content anytime, as needed.

Use an integrated audio player and 
built-in or plug-in apps for music 
streaming, event-driven or scheduled 
announcements, audio detection, health 
monitoring, and so on. 

Power + connection

Get a single, cost-e�ective integrated 
system for background music and 
announcements with everything 
you need built right in.

Connect and integrate 
your audio system with 
other systems and devices, 
such as your access control 
system and cameras.



So what can you do with network audio systems? 
Use cases - with the benefit of central control.

Security 
Stop unwanted activity in its tracks 

A network audio system is the perfect addition 
to a video-based security installation. Perimeter 
protection is a great example of this. Imagine if 
a potential intruder climbs a fence. The camera 
alerts a security guard to give a warning to the 
intruder using the audio system, “We can see you, 
you’re trespassing.” More often than not, this type 
of warning is sufficient, preventing the need for 
additional security measures. 

Public address
Broadcast to single or multiple zones 

A network audio system answers the need for different kinds 
of informative messages and updates in environments such as 
schools, retail stores, hotels and public buildings. For example, 
you can use it to make a live announcement calling someone 
to a specific area, such as a colleague to the clothing 
department. To make a scheduled announcement about 
the start of the school day. Or to issue a live or triggered 
announcement during an emergency. 

Background music 
Play music how and where you want to

A network audio system can support retail stores 
and hotels, for example, in creating the perfect 
ambiance background music. You benefit from 
pre-set volume and music choices as well as both 
central and remote control for easy management. 
And you can choose to combine background music 
with scheduled and live announcements for the 
best possible customer experience. 



Presenting our network audio systems 
Our entire portfolio of network audio systems is based on open standards 
for easy integration with other systems. They’re also ready to use right out 
of the box and feature PoE for fast and simple installation. 

Learn more about Axis audio systems at www.axis.com/products/audio

Network Speakers
> Complete audio systems in a single unit
> Live or scheduled announcements
> Background music

AXIS Audio Manager
> Manage and control your network audio system from a single user interface
> Play and schedule different content in different zones, at the right time and right place
> For larger, more complex systems

AXIS Audio Player
> Audio application for background music and announcements
> Schedule playlists with music and announcements
> For smaller, more basic systems

AXIS C3003-E Network Horn Speaker
> Clear and simple horn speaker
> Part of a complete surveillance solution
> Outdoor ready

2N SIP Mic
> Turn your Axis network speakers into a complete public address system
> All-in-one network microphone console
> Configurable buttons for multiple zones

AXIS C8033 Network Audio Bridge
> Connect and combine analog and network audio
> Broadcast music and sound from any source
> Reap the benefits of network audio while protecting your investments



Axis offers intelligent security solutions that enable a smarter, safer world. As the market leader 
in network video, Axis is driving the industry by continually launching innovative network 
products based on an open platform - delivering high value to customers through a global 
partner network. Axis has long-term relationships with partners and provides them with 
knowledge and ground-breaking network products in existing and new markets.

Axis has more than 2,700 dedicated employees in more than 50 countries around the world, 
supported by a global network of over 90,000 partners. Founded in 1984, Axis is a Sweden-based 
company listed on NASDAQ Stockholm under the ticker AXIS. 

For more information about Axis, please visit our website www.axis.com.

©2018 Axis Communications AB. AXIS COMMUNICATIONS, AXIS, ETRAX, ARTPEC and VAPIX are registered 
trademarks or trademark applications of Axis AB in various jurisdictions. All other company names and products 
are trademarks or registered trademarks of their respective companies. We reserve the right to introduce 
modifications without notice.
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